
Public Reaction to Letelier Evidence 
Termed Crucial to Chile's Government 

	

By Chlilisq. irt'ise 	the CIA has made things worse in the 	about the evidence soon to be pre- 

	

en's/gas-We Port Foreign Service 	 world, particularly for Chile." 	rented against the three DINA officers 

SANTIAGO. Chile—When the let- 	Had the letter been unique or one —Gen. Juan Manuel Contreras Se- 

ters to the editor began to appearlate of only a few, it might be dismissed as 	pulveda, who headed the secret 

last month, no one was quite sure the view of one individual Chilean 	police; Pedro Espinoza Bravo, who 

what to make of them. 	 who does not want to believe that his 	served as its operations director, and 

	

Chileans of all political persuasions government could have been responsi- 	Armando Fernandez Larios, an agent 

are easily convinced that the U.S. 	ble for a political murder, especially 	who allegedly helped arrange Leteli- 

Central Intelligence Agency is respon- 	in the capital of the United States. 	er's death. 

sible for almost everything that hap- 	But letters such as Olmeda's have 	If the public here believes the evl- 

pens in their country, so it did not been appearing regularly for the past 	dente, the military government will 

seem unusual that some Chileans several weeks in a wide variety of 	be viewed as guilty of terrorist'acts of 

'would accuse the CIA of being in- publications here, leading some ob- 	the kind it has used to Justify the 

volved in a plot to blame the assassl- 	servers to conclude that Chile's mill- 	harsh, authoritarian internal security 

nation of former Chilean diplomat Or- tary government has mounted a sub- 	measures It has imposed on Chile for 

lando Leteller on Chile's old secret 	tie but important campaign to dis- 	the past five years. Even if the mlii- 

police force, DINA. 	 credit in advance the evidence against 	tary remains in power, It will have lost 

	

One of the first letters along these the three DINA agents now charged 	its moral authority.  

lines appeared In the Aug. 30 issue of in the Leteller case. 	 If, on the other hand, the evidence 

Ercilla magazine. It was signed by 	The evidence, gathered by U.S, in- 	Is not persuasive, the government 

Juan Carlos Olmeda, who accused the vestigators and delivered Wednesday could emerge stronger than ever. It 

CIA, the FBI, and the Carter adminis- to the Foreign Ministry here, will be- 	would not be hard for It to suggest 
come public next week as part of ex- 

tration of "fabricating the . evidence" 

	

	 then that the charges in the Leteller 
tradition hearings for the three Chile- slaying were engineered by the Carter 

used last month to charge three for- ans requested by the United States, 
mer DINA officers with ordering or 	Although the U.S. Embassy in Sant(- 	

administration in a vain effort to re- 

helping to carry out Letelier's assassi. 	
place the military government here 

	

ago regards the extradition request as 	with a democratically elected one. 
nation in Washington two years ago, 	a purely judicial matter, which technl- 	Supporters of the goverment believe 

The "brilliant idea," according to 	dilly it is, almost everyone here recog- —and the government's opponents 

Olmeda, was to further discredit the 	nixes the important political repercus- 	hope—that this Is indeed the U.S. ad. 
five-year-old rightist military govern. 	Mons that would result from a finding ministration's policy. 
ment of Chilean President Augusto 	that Chile's military government was 

Pinochet, which has been widely ac- 	responsible for killing Letelier and 	In an interview last week, Gen. Ce- 

cused of massive human rights viola- Ronni Moffitt, an American who was 	sar Mendoza Duran, head of Chile's 

tions, by falsely blaming it for the 	riding in Leteller's car when it was 	national police force and a member of 

1976 Chilean ambassador to the 	blown up two years ago yesterday. 	the mi'itary junta. said he believes 

United States under Pinochet's leftist 	The formal extradition decision will 	that Michael V. Townley, the DINA 

predecessor, Salvador Allende. and be made by the president of Chile's 	agent who has provided much of the 

one of Pinochet's most articulate and ' Supreme Court, Israel Borquez, but 	evidence in the Letelier case, "is an 

effective opponents. 	 the more important political decision 	vient of the CIA, the KGB and at the 

Olmeda does not say who he thinks about the culpability of the govern. same time an agent of Cuba." 

did kill Letelier, If agents paid by 	ment will be made by Chile's 10.5 mil- 	Mendoza describes the Leteller case 

DINA did not, but he does suggest 	lion people. 	 as a souffle. Said he: "It rises, it goes 

that "the true assassins--which might 	That is why public opinion is cru- 	over the sides and then it fails." 

or might not have included (Fidel 	del and why supporters of the govern- 	Many other Chileans are not so 

Castro's] police—are happy that . . . 	ment seem so anxious to sow doubts 	sure. 


